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After the death of his wife of 62 years last year and a
health scare this year, you would think Dr. Walter Bortz
would start to slow down at age 86.
Not so. He’s busy as ever—teaching at Santa Barbara’s
City College for LifeLong Learning, writing a blog for the
Huffington Post and working on a new book entitled: “Aging Is Negotiable.”
Author of “Dare to Be 100” and “The Roadmap to 100,” Dr. Bortz believes
exercise is the key to extending the human life span. He plans to run his 11th
Boston Marathon in 2020.

“It’s not how old you are. It’s how you are old. And that’s a choice,’’ proclaims
Dr. Bortz. “Go make yourself necessary. Stay engaged in life.” Read his inspiring
story, page 24.

How you will care for your parents in the future is not fantasy. The benefits of
technology are real and available today. Read story, page 6.

Eventually, everything wears out including your body. No one escapes and for
some, the aging process accelerates the older they grow. “Focus not on what you
can’t do but on what you can do”— Moira Fordyce, MD, page 8.

Fashion After 50? This new section in ActiveOver50 shows that women in their
50s, 60s, 70s and 80s look stylish, youthful and energetic at any age. Read their
stories, starting page 10.
Who wants to live forever? This new film documentary is about the myths,
facts and contradictions of aging by Don & Christine Scioli, page 14.

Keep those emails, phone calls and letters pouring in. Your comments
“keep me going.” Love to hear from you on any topic. You can reach me at
larry@activeover50.com or call 408.921.5806.

Cover and inside photos of Dr. Walter M. Bortz: Harvey Gold of Saratoga, CA.

HELP WANTED!

Retired? Bored? Need Extra Money?
Sell advertising for ActiveOver50—the leading resource
for boomers and seniors in the San Francisco Bay Area.
• Commission based
• Unlimited earning potential
• Work from home—full or part time
• Multi-products to sell: print, digital, video
Requirements
• Computer, internet savvy
• Motivated and energetic
• Prior media experience: magazine,
newspaper or radio
To learn more, go to: ActiveOver50.com.
Send resume: larry@activeover50.com.
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2016
San Francisco Bay Area
“Health & Innovation” Guide
Welcome to our 2nd annual “Health & Innovation” guide.
As we get older, our health and lifestyle needs change.
Our goal is to encourage you to stay active and engaged
in life as long as you can. Technology is helping us to
enjoy a longer, healthier and better quality of life.

®
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How You’ll Care
For Your Parents
In the Future
By Shawn DuBravac and Steve Ewell

Chances are, your parents are more
technologically aware than any
previous generation and technology
is going to define the relationship
you have with them throughout their
golden years.
Sure, most of them aren’t sending you
snaps (yet) but they are increasingly
comfortable navigating the digital realm.
They may not sleep with their phones
under their pillows or keep up with the
latest emoticons but they are bridging
the digital and physical worlds better
than any prior generation at their age.
At the same time, however, the
population of the United States is aging
quickly. We’re living longer than at any
other time in history. Today, there are
more seniors living in the U.S. than at
any other time in history. In the 1930s,
a little more than five percent of the
population was over 50 years of age;
today, it’s 34 percent.
According to research from the
Consumer Technology Association
(CTA), the U.S. market for activeaging technology now encompasses
85 million Americans, including
seniors and caregivers. That’s more
than one-quarter of the national
population.

The ranks of seniors are growing
faster than younger populations, raising
the median age in the United States to
37. At the same time, there are now more
millennials than baby boomers. These
two trends will collide head-on in the
years to come with massive implications for both you and your parents.
You and your parents may have more
in common than you think. You value
independence. You want answers and
solutions and are willing to turn to
technology for help.
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You see the wide array of benefits
of technologies. While you live very
different lives, you and your parents
are straddling a world increasingly
defined by both the physical world in
which we live, and the digital world,
in which a growing share of services
and offerings exist.

We’re making steady progress toward
a more seamless remote care experience.
Technology provides exponentially
better access, immediacy and transparency throughout the process. If your
parents are like our parents, they don’t
want to be burdensome. Technology
solves this. We can stay informed
without being invasive.

You give her a call and cut through
the “Oh, nothing’s wrong!” banter to
discover that she fell a few days earlier
and was putting off going to the hospital.

The cost of these technologies
and services is small compared with
needing to move into more advanced
care, especially when you consider the
peace of mind and independence of
remaining at home.

Imagine a scenario in which your
mom wakes up in her own home and
goes about her daily routine. You get a
regular morning notification that she
took her medications but by midday
you notice something is amiss. You
share an ongoing Fitbit challenge with
each other and you see her activity
levels from the past few days are well
below her norms.

You jump on the phone to schedule
an appointment with Teladoc which
determines she should get X-rays.
You schedule her an appointment via
Zocdoc and order her an Uber (or an
autonomous car in the future). Her
doctor accesses her complete medical
history via her electronic health
records even before he sees her.

The X-rays are negative for broken
bones and the doctor encourages her to
take it easy for a few days. You couldn’t
meet her at the doctor’s office but she
reluctantly dialed you in. As the Uber
takes her home, you order her dinner
via GrubHub. As you walk into your
own home that evening after work,
you find your daughter on Skype with
your mom who joins you remotely as
you sit down for a family dinner. She’s
healthier and you’re happier without
ever seeing each other in person during
this process.

Our parents aren’t used to sharing
everything and being monitored in
real time. But these systems grant our
parents control over what information
is shared and with whom, and over
time, they’ll see that continuous
monitoring behind the scenes will
minimize their time in hospitals and
doctor offices.

Of course, face-to-face exchanges
triumph over digital dialogue every
time. But we can’t always be there in
person and our parents don’t expect
us to be. So text your mom, tell her you
love her and that you care about her
well-being — in both the real world
and the virtual world.

Shawn DuBravac is chief economist of the
Consumer Technology Association (CTA)
and the author of “Digital Destiny:
How the New Age of Data Will Transform
the Way We Live, Work, and Communicate.”
Steve Ewell is executive director of the
CTA Foundation, a public foundation with
the mission of linking seniors and people
with disabilities with technologies to
enhance their lives.
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Inevitable Aging
Good News. Bad News
By Moira Fordyce MD, MB ChB, FRCPE, AGSF
“Now which color would be best?”
I mused to myself as I tried to
choose an outfit to wear at our
50th wedding anniversary party.
Suddenly I saw someone looking at
me. Who was this old woman? Oh
no! I was looking at my own
reflection in the mirror!
After I hit 75, I only started to feel
old. I was forced to accept a general
slowing up, stiffening as I sat or lay
still and fleeting aches and pains.
Fortunately nothing that stopped me
doing everything I wanted to including
my 2 mile walk (minimum) each day.
I have been forced to ponder
everything in our physical world
eventually wears out including our
body. No potion, spell or bargain
with god or demon can change this.

No one escapes and for some,
the aging process accelerates the
older they grow. Others experience
step-wise aging with plateaus where
they stay the same for a period of
time, then slow down a bit more,
then hit another plateau.

Aging is a normal part of living and
like every stage of life, it brings with
it joys and sorrows, triumphs and
failures, hopes and regrets. Keep living
long enough and you will find that you
are old. Aging brings all living things
closer to death. The death of an elderly
person after a long life, although sad,
is the inevitable end to life. We will all
go there so a philosophical acceptance
of this and preparation for it is wise.

Fortunately, the mind, the spirit,
creativity and the various kinds of love,
affection and mutual support need not
deteriorate. On the contrary, they can
continue to grow as long as we are alive
and we can use our experience and
compassion to console those around us
who are hurting either physically,
mentally or emotionally.
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As we age, we become more
fragile than when we were younger
which means that:
• All our body systems, including
the immune system, function
less efficiently
• Minor aches, pains and some degree
of stiffness are not uncommon
• Recovery from disease or injury
slows and is often incomplete
Drugs of all kinds have a different
effect on body and mind; sometimes
more powerful, sometimes less so
review all medicines regularly with
your health professional or pharmacist.
Include:
– Prescription
– Over-the-counter,
including vitamins
and minerals

Creativity
Living long can enhance most kinds
of creativity. There are many
outstanding examples of older adult
geniuses in every field.

• Art – Picasso, Grandma Moses
• Music – Verdi, Pablo Casals playing
his cello beautifully at age 93; many
orchestral conductors
• Literature – Tolstoy, P. D. James
Studies now available confirm that
singing or playing a musical instrument
stimulates the brain at any age. Making
music with others feeds the brain and
spirit as well as providing pleasant
social interaction.

– Alternative and herbal
therapies
– Alcohol and other
mind-altering
substances
– Make a note of any
allergic reactions and
medication side-effects
Changes in memory are
part of the aging process:

• Retrieving information
from our memory files
becomes slower in most
older adults
• “Tip of the tongue” phenomenon is
common – the missing word is close
but we have to push to find it
• New skills of all kinds can be learned
throughout life but later in life:
– May take us longer
– Require more concentration,
less interference (quiet versus
noisy surroundings)
– Good light
– Comfortable surroundings

Writing down personal life experiences stimulates both creativity and
memory. So get busy. Don’t focus on
what you can’t do, focus on what you
can do and build on it. This works at
any age and will mean that only the
shell will grow old.
Got a health question for Dr. Moira
Fordyce? Email: moiraf9@gmail.com.
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Fashion After 50

Lisa Clarke, 53
Regional Director
Heritage Financial North
San Francisco Bay Area

Secrets

“Taking good care of yourself.
You need to do what makes you
happy and smile. You need to get
plenty of sleep, drink plenty of
water and do any type of exercise
that gets your blood flowing.”

Photo: Harvey Gold
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Fashion After 60

Sehin Belew, 60
Motivational speaker
San Jose, CA

Secrets

“I get 8 hours of sleep
daily. There is a reason
it’s called “beauty sleep.”
It’s impossible to be
healthy without exercise.
Eating only wholesome
food is key for me.”

Photo: Naphtalie Joiner
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Fashion After 70

Emily Smith, 70
Model/movie extra,
medical editor
Chicago

Secrets

“Daily exercise. Lots of filtered
water. Vitamin B12 supplements.
No red meat. No deep fried or
processed foods. Low sugar,
salt intake.”
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Fashion After 80

Joyce Hanna-Smith, 81
Associate Director
Health Improvement Program
Stanford School of Medicine

Secrets

“Keep exercising, keep
being involved in life so
you express vitality in your
face and body and when
you move. Forget what you
don’t like about your looks.
Celebrate what you have.”

Photo: Harvey Gold
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Who Wants to Live Forever:
The Wisdom of Aging
By Don & Christine Scioli

Who Wants to Live Forever, the
Wisdom of Aging is a one-hour
documentary film about the myths,
facts and contradictions in the neverending battle for both longevity and
healthy aging produced by husband
and wife team, Don and Christine
Scioli of Zan Media.
This film also examines the economic,
political, social, spiritual and philosophical implications of living longer
than any generation in history with
scores of experts’ commentary in their
particular fields.
Often surprising interviews from
a myriad of aging experts, both
clinicians and scientists, include
Dr. Steve Cummings, Dr. Greg Tranah
and Dr. Peggy Cawthon from the
University of CA, San Francisco and the
CA Pacific Medical Center, and Dr. Brian
Kennedy, Dr. Simon Melov, Dr. Gordon
Lithgow, Dr. Judy Campisi and Dr. Julie
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Anderson from the Buck Institute for
Research in Aging.

Striking commentary is also included
by Emmy Award winning actor, author
(Sleeping Where I Fall: A Chronicle, The
Rainman’s Third Cure) and Buddhist
priest, Peter Coyote; author and
economist Dr. Robert Eyler; bestselling
author Gary Braver (Elixir); Sonoma
County, CA Supervisor and aging
activist Shirley Zane; and Aging as a
Spiritual Practice author Lewis
Richmond.
Viewers will also meet an albatross
named Wisdom, a great white shark
named Deep Blue and many other
stellar seniors.

Who Wants to Live Forever, the
Wisdom of Aging? is a compelling
documentary for anyone in the world
who aged today. This film will be airing
on KQED/PBS World periodically —
check local listings for dates and times.

It is currently available on Amazon
Video Direct and Amazon Prime Video
— https://www.amazon.com/dp/
B01JJAR5U4.

Because so many topics were uncovered
that remain to be explored, the producers
are asking for additional aging issues and
ideas for a sequel via the website. Visit
zanmedia.com for more information.
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Innovative Care for Seniors
By Jessica Derkis
In Silicon Valley and beyond, there is
a flood of new apps, programs and
devices that seek to address forgetfulness, loneliness and isolation as
well as physical needs of people
growing older. But, as with anything,
it doesn’t hurt to revisit the basics.
“Eat your vegetables, get good sleep
and exercise,” says Mehrdad Ayati, MD,
Stanford Geriatrician, founder of Bay
Area Senior Care Society and author of
“Pathways to Healthy Aging.”
Imagine that. Mom was right. But in
this hubbub world and the hectic days
and long commutes of this area in
particular, how does one follow these
tried and true models? Dr. Ayati noted
that one follows the other.

If you exercise, do so outside, soak up
that Vitamin D and work up an appetite.
Eat plenty of leafy greens and the whole
rainbow of colors really. Snack lightly
and often to fuel your movement. When
the day is done, lower those shades,
cool your room and fall to sleep.

Recent successes include improving
mood and cooperation with a once
agitated senior who was nearly asked
to leave his community. Find more at
OneCaringTeam.com.

Kensington Place Redwood City, too,
uses tools to make the lives of residents’
with memory loss safer, more fulfilled
and enjoyable. A high tech system
monitors residents for wakefulness,
pacing, even bathroom habits without
compromising privacy or peace of mind.

This helps caregivers to be responsive
to needs as they occur. The advanced
“Haven” neighborhood boasts an open
kitchen with cool-touch induction
cooktops under the granite and
beautifully plated options to interact
with rather than a lengthy and
complicated menu.

with Stanford
Internist,
Bryant Lin,
MD, to create
an app to unify
communication between
the patient,
hospital physicians, primary care
doctors, patient navigators, care
communities and family in a single
conversation.

They are working to effectively clarify
the often many moving parts of senior’s
life from home to the emergency room
to surgery to recovery to a rehabilitation
center so that important information,
appointments and medicine are not
missed or delayed. Trials will begin
soon and you can watch their progress
at http://zingcares.com.

That’s not to say all will be right
again but this is a good start.

What other technologies are local
aging gurus recommending?
Check out a pretty nifty invention,
the Free2Go Mobility aid. Frustrated
daughter, Lesli Jenkins Wang, noticed
that her mother would skip beverages
the day before an outing and realized
that public bathrooms are a pain for
those with walkers. The navigation
alone! She designed a rolling walker
that doubles as a toilet lift and seat –
with a built-in wipes holder even.
Check it out at Free2GoMobility.com.

Dr. Sonya Kim’s company, Aloha VR,
is getting some great buzz, too. NPR
recently featured 103-year-old Virginia
Anderlini enjoying a virtual reality visit
to a Hawaiian beach complete with
setting sun, lapping waves and flowing
palm fronds. Entering an immersive
other world, fulfilling bucket list
destinations and calming sounds "help
inspire them to live another day, where
they're happy," Kim noted.
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Enjoying a virtual tour of Hawaii
Simple pleasures like on-demand
movies, projecting karaoke onto the
big screen via iPad and long distance
video calling have all been helpful for
residents to connect with each other
and the world around them. In fact, a
couple residents have smart phones
and love Snapchat®!

There is much more coming,
too, thanks to local entrepreneurs,
educational institutions, investors,
and organizations like Aging2.0
fostering innovation in growing older.
For instance, Stanford alumni and
Biodesigner, Theo Tam, is teaming up

Senior care is a burgeoning arena
where out-of-the-box thinkers are
needed. Thankfully, there are already
several looking for ways to make aging
kinder and gentler.
Til then, though, eat your veggies!

Jessica Derkis is the Director of
Outreach for Kensington Place Redwood
City—an innovative, new Assisted
Living community exclusively serving
those with Alzheimer's and other
types of dementia. 650.363.9200.
kensingtonplaceredwoodcity.com.
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Walter M. Bortz, II, MD/ Wellness and Longevity

Technology vs. Reality
Last year there was a Time magazine
cover story asking, “Can Google Solve
Death?” To me that conjured up the
ultimate app: “Press here. Don’t die.”
Such hyperbole speaks to the excessive
faith that some of us have defaulted
to the false promise of technology.
The entire thrust has been spurred
on by Ray Kurzweil and his Singularity
movement which extrapolates from
the gains in life expectancies which
we have seen in the last 50 years to
project future lifetimes of over 150,
250 and beyond.

If you believe that sort of bluster
I have a bridge that I would like to
sell you.

But the Immoralists crowd continues
to claim advocates to its creed driven
mostly by the commercial hope that
their product will provide glistening
castles of Disney proportion.

It takes me back to Ponce de Leon
who searched for the fountain of youth.
I believe he died at the point of an
Indian arrow, unfulfilled. He is certainly
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not alone in his search for a long, long,
long, long life—it goes on today.

To me it is a same time type of search
that prompts a friend to suggest that
such hype resembles that of one eager
to change the color of the sky from blue
to green. Why not? I like green, too.
Unfortunately there are basic laws
in effect such as thermodynamics.
Everything in the universe ages.
Everything wears out. Entropy rules.

So whenever a magazine or TV
commercial attempts to solicit you
to order a potion that guarantees
another 20 more years, turn away.
I was consulted recently by Forbes
magazine that asked my opinion about
whether the new step counters were
helping humanity.

My response was simply that they
are simple tools to record physical
activity. They may be helpful if they
are not confined to the bedside drawer.
Sure, we will not turn our back on
what technology has delivered to us.

Walter M. Bortz, II, MD
We are way ahead of the Bushmen but
the Second Law of Thermodynamics
places restrictions on our dreams
and reality.
Things will always fall down
instead of up regardless of what
the false prophets may proclaim.

Dr. Walter M. Bortz, II is one of America’s
most distinguished scientific experts on
healthy aging and longevity. He spent
his entire career at Stanford University
where he holds the position of Clinical
Associate Professor of Medicine. An active
marathoner, he has written seven books
including “Dare to Be 100” and “Next
Medicine.” To learn more, visit walterbortz.
com or email: DRBortz@aol.com.

Ask Larry

ASK LARRY
“15 Minute Physical?”
Q: My annual physical took

all of 15 minutes. What can my
doctor really learn about me in
that short of time? I feel cheated
and frustrated. Are 15 minute
annual exams the norm today?
— B.M, Morgan Hill, CA.

A: Welcome to modern medicine.

But don’t blame your doctor. It’s
the healthcare system most of us have today. Physicians are
under extreme financial pressure to see new patients every
15 minutes. There is little time to ask more than a few
cursory questions. This rushed “assembly line” medicine
doesn’t work for the patient or the doctor.

What to do? Before your visit, write down a list of health
related questions to ask your doctor. Don’t “chit chat.”
If possible, take your blood test before the visit so you
can talk specifically about the results with your doctor.
If you feel that your questions or concerns aren’t being
fully addressed, ask for another appointment or a new
doctor. But remember—doctors are doing the best they
can under our current healthcare system. The good news
is that technology is rapidly improving healthcare.

Q: Prior to a filling, my dentist injected novocaine in

the area to be worked on which is a normal procedure.
However, when titled back in the dentist chair, I immediately felt very dizzy and disoriented. The vertigo spell
dissipated in a few minutes and the dental work was
completed with no further effects.
However, when I stood up to leave, extreme dizziness
hit again and I could barely walk without fear of falling.
This vertigo stayed with me for 4-6 hours. I’m 75.
What happened?—P.L, San Francisco.

A: Without knowing anything about your health (plus
I’m not a doctor) what happened to you at your age is not
uncommon during dental procedures. According to some
experts, arteries in the brain shrink over time causing
decreased blood flow. Any sudden movement can bring on
the vertigo sensation you described. In the future, tell your
dentist that you experienced vertigo in the past so he/she
can take extra precautions.
Got a question?

Ask me anything—email: ASKLARRY @activeover50.com.
Or call 408.921.5806. “Ask Larry” is written by Larry Hayes,
publisher of ActiveOver50 media.
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License to Care?
California Home Care
Providers Need License
By Kathy Janz

Kathy Janz
only hiring “Department of Social Services
Home Care Services Bureau registered aides”
whether they be listed as “affiliated” to home
care agencies or as “independent aides.”
Anyone can check an aide status by going
on the Caregiver Background Check Bureau
at www.ccld.ca.gov/PG399.htm.

All Home Care agencies in
California must be licensed or
cease operating as a home care
agency pursuant to a California
law, the Home Care Services
Consumer Protection Act of 2013.
The state did not have the process
in place until the fall of 2015 so
Home Care Agencies submitted
application packets from midNovember 2015 through June of
2016.

As of September 2016, some 1,200
agencies in the state have been
licensed and have HCO numbers.
To be licensed, home care agencies
must employ all their caregivers
and provide workers compensation;
provide both documented
orientation and annual training and
insure that their aides are TB tested
22 / ActiveOver50 / Fall 2016

at time of hire and at specified times
thereafter. All caregivers must be
registered by the state and affiliated
to the agency.

All agency caregivers must to be
registered and listed as “affiliated”
aides to the specific agencies they
work with. They can be “affiliated”
to several agencies at the same time
and also work as an “independent”
registered caregiver for private
clients. So far over 80,000 caregivers
have been registered.

The state has denied some
caregivers their “registration”
because of criminal actions including
elder and child abuse, theft, etc. Aides
barred from registration most likely
will seek work with private clients so
families in particular should be very
careful to make sure that they are

There are still many unlicensed agencies
in the state so demand to see HCO licensed
numbers and you can check the DSS website
as well. Note that home health agencies,
hospices and assisted living communities
that have “home care” components are not
licensed but their parent organization license
makes them accountable to the state. And
agencies that provide extensive services to
Developmentally Delayed clients are also
waived the licensure requirement.
Private consumers who are hiring
independent caregivers should take extra
precautions in vetting their aides since
caregivers who are not able to get their DSS
Home Care registration will most likely be
searching for private jobs.
You should ask that they register
themselves and get fingerprinted
authorization through the DSS online
registration process. If there is a problem,
they will not be assigned a registered
caregiver number and you will be
forewarned.

Kathy Janz is the owner of Matched CareGivers,
a licensed home care organization in Menlo Park,
CA. For more information, call 650.839.2273.
matchedcaregivers.com

FREE Newsletter for Boomers & Seniors
Don’t miss out on the latest
news, current events and
resources for boomers and
seniors in the San Francisco
Bay Area.

Available free online,
ActiveOver50 newsletters
are published 10 times a
year and sent via email to
your in-box.

Privacy protected—
your name and email
will not be shared
with anyone.

To subscribe today,
go to: activeover50.com.
®

The Gift That Says

“You’ll always be remembered!”

This holiday season, show your loved one how much you appreciate
the life they’ve lived by preserving their legacy forever

(408) 975-9325
w w w . E L I A S L E G A C Y F I L M S . c o m
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Profile / Walter M. Bortz II, MD

Walter M. Bortz II, MD
Age: 86
Family: 62 year marriage (1953–2015) to
Ruth Anne Bortz (dec.). Daughters Danna Breen, 62,
Gretchen Lieff, 61. Sons Edward Charles Bortz, 59,
Walter Michael Bortz IV, MD, 58; 9 grandchildren
Education: Williams College B.A., cum laude;
Perelman School of Medicine at the University
of Pennsylvania, M.D.
Occupations: Clinical Professor of Medicine at
Stanford University School of Medicine. Geriatrician.
Author. Researcher. Lecturer. Blogger.
Residence: Portola Valley, CA
Accomplishment Highlights: (partial list)

Awards & Honors: (partial list)

Completed 45 marathons in consecutive years

• Paavo Nurmi Award, Runners World
Magazine 1986

Hiked Mt. Kilimanjaro; climbed to base of Mt. Everest
Author of 8 books on aging, longevity and
living a long, robust life
Professional research and writings published
in all of the major health and medical journals,
as well as mainstream media
National network broadcast appearances; podcasts
Blog for Huffington Post online

• University of California, San Francisco
- Institute for Health & Aging,
Distinguished Leadership Award 1990
• Kenneth Cooper Award for Scientific
Contribution to Active Living George
Sheehan Award - National Fitness
Leader's Association 1996

Lectures widely to organizations and corporations

• American Society on Aging,
Presidential Award 2002

Introduced/taught course at Stanford “The Roadmap
to 100: The Science of Living a Long Life.”

• Avenidas Lifetime Achievement
Award, Palo Alto, CA 2007

Past co-chairman of the American Medical
Association’s Task Force on Aging
Former President of The American Geriatrics Society
Founding Chair of the Medical Advisory Board for
the Diabetes Research and Wellness Foundation
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Fifty-plus
Lifelong Fitness
Senior Advisor to Healthy Silicon Valley
Founded private 501(c)3: 100 Healthy Years
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*

AGING IS NEGOTIABLE!
By Marsha B. Felton
*This is the title of Dr. Walter Bortz’
upcoming 9th book. Dr. Bortz has
written popular columns for
ActiveOver50 for 10 years. Right in
front of us is one of the world’s
foremost experts on robust aging
and longevity!

For this cover profile, I met with
Walter at his pastoral Portola Valley
home in California. Dr. Bortz has
dedicated his life to helping people
realize their full potential, whatever
their age, by improving their health
and fitness levels. His thesis is clear:
exercise is the key to extending the
human life span. “We know enough
to live 100 healthy years,” Bortz says,
“but we screw it up.”
Read on, learn more from and about
the extraordinary Dr. Walter Bortz.

MBF: Where have you been, Dr. Bortz?
WB: I’ve been born terribly lucky! I was
an only child. My dad was a Harvard
MD and youngest president of the AMA.
I made house calls and hospital rounds
with him. I got into medical school
before they got my grades because
I was ‘Ed’s boy.’ Dad created the first
White House Conference on Aging. I’ve
always wanted to honor that heritage
and I think I have done him proud,
taken his seeds and grown them into
a wonderful orchard. So I’m taking
advantage of this every day.
A family guy, I was married for 62
years to the same woman. I have four
kids and nine grandkids. I live in a
beautiful home. I’m still affiliated with
Stanford University. I was spoiled in my
youth; I like to believe that I’ve made
the most of that spoiledness.

Still working hard today. I’m lecturing,
writing and I just finished my blog for
the Huffington Post. So where I’ve been
is very fortunate.

MBF: You’ve run a
marathon every year for
45 years but recently
had a health scare with
atrial fibrillation, then
an ablation procedure.
How are you doing now?
WB: Well, it used to be
that I was interested in
aging extrinsically. I
would think of it as it’s
something that happens
to other people. Now all
of a sudden, I recognize
it’s happening to me.
The biggest jolt in that
direction was my wife
Ruth Anne’s death a little
over a year ago from
Alzheimer’s. The last bit
was tough.

“It takes guts and smarts to grow
old. You have to be bold as well as
being smart if you want your whole
tale to be told” – Dr. Walter Bortz

The other thing that
happened was my own
heart started skipping.
I didn’t like it. I’m still
a kid—I’m only 86.
The heart is an electric organ with a
cable down it that keeps the heartbeat
regular. My electrical impulses were
short-circuited going the wrong way,
creating atrial fibrillation.
When you’re fibrillating, you don’t
feel so hot. I didn’t want to live that
way. Fortunately I found my way
to a grand doctor recently recruited
at Stanford, Sanjiv Narayan.

A little over a month ago, I was under
anesthesia for 8 hours of Sanjiv’s
innovative ablation. So here I am now
with my heart ticking on cue and I love
it. I’m rejoicing and facing my future
of 14 more good years.

That’s all I’m asking. I claim that
our human life potential, our birthright,
is 100 healthy years and that’s what
I seek.

MBF: Since the ablation, what are
you doing for exercise?
WB: I never stopped running, even
while I was fibrillating. I lost a lot of
vitality when I was down. I used to run
16 miles a week. I’m starting to train
again. I run very slowly and will
consistently run more miles. I plan to
run my 11th Boston Marathon in 2020
when I will be 90!
MBF: You say: “Use it or Lose It.”
What is this about?

WB: After a ski accident 40 years ago,
I had an epiphany. My left leg was in a
cast for months. I noticed how it withered
and began years of research. Most of the
negative things we associate with aging
aren't a result of chronological aging
but rather a lack of physical activity.
This profound truth has old roots. For
our Paleolithic ancestors, movement
was the central survival strategy.
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Profile / Walter M. Bortz II, MD
WB: One of my theories is that we
should insert a step-counter under the
skin. On the 14th of April before you
pay your income taxes, you turn it in
and if you haven’t taken enough steps,
you pay more. When you get around
to taking care of yourself, then I’ll
help share your bill.
Forbes magazine recently came to
ask me what I think about health and
exercise apps. The answer is pretty
self-evident: they’re valuable if they
will help you to get more active, not
put them in your bedside table.

It’s never too late to start but
always too soon to stop – Bortz’ law

MBF: You wrote Next Medicine
in 2011 about our broken U.S.
healthcare system. Many, including
The Journal of the AMA, praised it.
Has there been much progress in
the last five years?

Photo: Allan Hayes
Movement and purposeful survival
were intimately linked then, much as
they are now. It is your choice. ‘Survival
of the Fittest’ is not an archival whimsy.
It is an everyday reality. You can
increase vitality as you age. When you
stop using yourself, you decay rapidly.
MBF: You’ve said: “It ain’t the cards
you’re dealt, it’s how you play the
hand you’re dealt.” How does this
relate to our genes?

WB: The statement ‘if you want to live
a long time, choose old grandparents’
is simply wrong. I have research from
20,000 pairs of twins, records of
Veterans from World War II.
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If heredity is important, they should
die simultaneously of the same disease.
Heredity was the cause of 15 percent
of deaths. The ultimate challenge of
anyone's life is the opportunity to
make the most of it that can be made.

Who you get to be—how old, wise,
competent, active, creative, sexy, fun
you become—depends largely on how
you plan. Decrepitude and loss are not
predetermined. How you determine
your course—personal responsibility—
is predictive of the journey you will take.
MBF: What is one of your ideas
to motivate people to exercise?
What do you think about today’s
exercise apps?

WB: I think it’s still pretty bad. The
U.S. spends 3x more on healthcare
than any country in the world. The
present capitalistic medical system
is like a body shop with devices and
drugs. Come in and we’ll fix you,
put in a new organ and then we’ll
send you a bill.

One way to lower your medical
bills is to take a walk, not a pill
– Dr. Walter Bortz

My paradigm: prevention rather than
repair. We need to make health pay,
not sickness. No drugs, operations or
other fancy medical maneuvers can
replace this. Our well-being is tied to
our fitness level which is accomplished
only by exercise. Movement is life and
life is movement.

(Dr. Bortz presented the same message
to the AARP to try to convince them to
invest in health promotion and embed it
in everything they do. One idea was to
connect seniors with fitness ambassadors.)

It’s not how old you are. It’s how
you are old. And that’s a choice
– Dr. Walter Bortz
MBF: Your 1996 Dare To Be 100
and 2010’s The Roadmap to 100
are still among the top books on
how to live long and enjoy life to
its fullest. What is your DARE
and what are some updated
advisories?
WB: Diet–Attitude-RenewalExercise are part of my DARE
formula, supported by lifelong
research, to have a more
fulfilling life:

Diet (pay attention to amounts
eaten; avoid risk of caloric excess
by exercise)
Attitude (own your self-care; be
necessary; involvement in life)
Renewal (recharge yourself;
maintain creative spark)

Exercise (keep your oxygen tanks
full…be sexy, be fit)
Four forms of exercise:
1. Aerobic is the most important
(oxygen is like spark to a candle)
2. Muscle strengthening
(so not to drop your grandkids!)
3. Flexibility
4. Balance

I’m unsure of my balance which is the
part that gets me right now. I should be
doing the ‘flamingo stand’ more often
and I recommend it to others.

Be persistent getting improved sleep
and avoid sleep deprivation in our lives.
Don’t waste time with anti-aging
hoaxes such as vitamins to help you
live longer. Exercising just because it
is good for you isn't enough for most
people. It should be fun, too. If not,
chances are you won't sustain it.
Keep a sense of humor and optimism.
KNOW YOURSELF.

Interview with ActiveOver50 publisher Larry Hayes
MBF: You’ve described yourself as
a “symphony buff.” How do you
compare the start of a symphony
performance to vital exercise?
WB: I wrote a blog ‘Exercise as the
oboe’s A.’ The orchestra is busy bashing
away randomly until the Concert
Master summons the oboe to play ‘A.’
All of the instruments tune in to the
signal, and from that moment on, they
are all an ensemble. So too does
exercise give all of the body’s trillions
of genes the signal that they should
tune in to the master signal.

"Living longer is a choice,
not fate. Living longer is active,
not passive. You create your
own destiny”– Dr. Walter Bortz
I used to know how when I was 15 but
at 86, it’s a very different scenario. I’m
learning and failing but that’s all right.
It’s also fun.

MBF: What is the most important
lesson you learned from your
paternal grandfather?

WB: ‘Go Make Yourself Necessary.’
Stay engaged with life. Maintain social
activity and intellectual pursuits.

MBF: What are you involved in now?
WB: I’m lecturing and writing my next
book. I just finished my Huff Post blog.
I founded ‘100 Healthy Years,’ private
501(c)3 to expand my online presence.
Also teaching at Santa Barbara’s City
College Center for Lifelong Learning.

So I’m rich ideologically but I also need
a woman in my life! My two attendant
daughters are trying to fix daddy up!

About Marsha B. Felton
“I’m on the ‘inspiring and motivating’
beat. I cover exciting people and
uplifting endeavors. ”
Marsha Felton is a Marketing Consultant
and freelance writer.

http://marshafelton.tumblr.com/
Email: marshabf@gmail.com
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Transient Ischemic
Attack?
Take Mini Strokes Seriously
By Moira Fordyce MD, MB ChB, FRCPE, AGSF

Any of the following can be
symptoms of a TIA:
• Dizziness or an abnormal feeling of
movement (vertigo)
• Numbness, tingling or muscle weakness,
especially on one side of the body
• Change in alertness (sleepiness, less
responsive, unconscious)
• Confusion or loss of memory
• Inability to recognize objects or people

EMERGENCY
A transient ischemic attack (TIA)
is sometimes called a little or a mini
stroke. It is caused when blood flow to
part of the brain is briefly interrupted.
THIS COULD BE FOR ANY OF THE
FOLLOWING REASONS:
• A blood clot in an artery of the brain

A TIA is a medical emergency.
Call 911, or another local
emergency number right
away. Do not delay!
Do not ignore symptoms
just because they go away.
They may be warning signs
of a future stroke.

• A blood clot that travels to the brain
from somewhere else in the body, for
example, from the heart (embolism)

The symptoms of a TIA:

• Narrowing of a blood vessel leading to
the brain, for example, in the neck

• Go away completely but might
occur again at a later time

• An injury to blood vessels

• Narrowing of a blood vessel in the brain

• Begin suddenly
• Last only a short time, usually from
a few minutes to 1 - 2 hours but
might last up to 24 hours

High blood pressure is the number one risk factor for TIAs and stroke.
Other major risk factors are:
• Heart disease, especially
with irregular heart beat
(atrial fibrillation)
• Diabetes
• High blood cholesterol
• Family history of stroke
• Increasing age, especially
after age 55
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• Race
– African Americans and Hispanics
are more likely than Caucasians
to die from stroke
• Smoking
• Excessive use of alcohol
– More than 2 drinks a day
for men and 1 for women is
considered risky

People with poor
blood flow in their
legs caused by
narrowed arteries
are also more likely
to have a TIA or
stroke.

• Trouble speaking or understanding
others who are speaking
• Difficulty writing or reading
• Difficulty swallowing
• Loss of control over the bladder or bowels
• Loss of coordination and balance,
clumsiness or trouble walking
• Problems with eyesight – double vision
or loss of all or part of vision

TIAs do not cause lasting damage to
the brain but:

If the symptoms and signs of the TIA
have gone away by the time you get to
the hospital this does not matter. A TIA
diagnosis can be made based on your
medical history. You will be admitted to
hospital so that the health practitioners
can try to find the cause of the TIA and
get treatment started.

About 1 in 3 people who have a TIA
and are not treated, eventually has a
stroke with about half of these strokes
happening within a year. The stroke may
occur on the same day as the TIA or at
a later time. Some people have only a
single TIA episode and some have more
than one.

After you have been evaluated and
treated in hospital, it is essential to
follow up with your health care provider
to manage for the rest of your life any
risk factors in your lifestyle such as high
blood pressure, heart disease, diabetes,
excess alcohol consumption, smoking
and lack of exercise.
You can find further information about
TIA and stroke at: http://www.stroke.org.
www.ninds.nih.gov/disorders/tia/tia.htm

Health Guide

Personal Hygiene
Help For Those With Limited Mobility
June 9, 2006 is a day that Deborah
Tacoma will never forget. She was
in a car accident that broke her back
that left her in a back brace for nearly
five months.
Limited mobility and being unable to
take care of her own personal hygiene
caused great emotional and physical
stress. Deborah states that “leaving
the hospital a week later, being obese
and with a broken back, I experienced
humiliation and frustration as others
assisted me in keeping clean.”
Restrictions of the back brace made
it difficult to take care of her toileting
and grooming which resulted in being
restricted to her home for weeks due
to unpredictable bathroom visits and
no adequate personal hygiene aid.

However, out of this bad experience
came a good idea: the creation of
FreedomWand, a personal hygiene tool
for people with limited range of motion.
“I realize that people live with
limitations longer than a few months;

some live with it their entire lives,”
Deborah said. “I realized how they
function and created something to
help with that.”

Unlike other toileting aids on the
market, FreedomWand is multi-length,
multi-purpose and portable. It comes
in three pieces that can be used at 7’’,
14’’ or 21’’ and can hold toilet tissue,
razor, Loofah and ointment sponges.
There is also an option to purchase
an extension for an additional 4’’ or a
strap for added leverage and gripping.

“We created FreedomWand to help
people become more active, stay
independent and be confident with
taking care of their own personal
hygiene. It’s becoming the next best
care practice because it can help people
who struggle with spinal surgeries, hip
and knee surgeries.”
To learn more about FreedomWand, go
to FreedomWand.com. Or call toll free:
1.866.931.0886.

Health Guide

Commentary

Medicare Update
By Larry Shoemaker
Technology has substantially cut costs
and improved care for some insurers.
Clients with strong chronic conditions
are provided with remote monitoring
and communications devices. COPD
clients are given network linked scales
that give real time warnings of changes
in weight to command centers.

Preventative care is proving to
be very cost effective. Hospitalizations and length of stays have
gone way down when clients
cooperate with provider’s annual
wellness checkups and implement
personal health plans.

Another improvement is the use of
“Extensivists.” These specialists follow
patients through the steps of care and
recovery as they move from hospital
to skilled nursing to home. Along the
way, they assure that all of the planned
care is done properly. This doesn’t
relieve friends and family from being
caregivers or advocates. It just makes
their roles easier.

This can activate immediate response
when serious changes have occurred.
Dementia clients are provided tracking
monitors so that their movements are
followed. Networked tablets are used
with clients to update information about
daily activities and changes in health.
All of these tools (and many more) have
prevented undesirable hospitalizations
and emergencies.

To learn more about Medicare, contact
Larry Shoemaker of Financial Shepherds
Insurance Services at 408.622.8706

If Applying for Medicare, Pay Attention to These Details:
1. Medicare has Part B eligibility
periods for applying depending
upon whether a person will start
Medicare at age 65 or later when
they leave employment.

4. When leaving employment, you’ll
need documentation of the end
date of coverage and the date
when coverage began (before
age 65). COBRA is not considered
credible coverage so don’t expect
2. When you have coverage from
it to defer your Special Enrollment
work, you may not need Part B.
Period for transitioning from an
Check with HR as some employer
employer plan to Medicare.
plans do require Part B enrollment.
5. Sometimes insurers leave markets
3. Ask your employer whether
or make changes to the plan’s
switching to a Medicare plan
coverage. A 15% increase in one
would be more cost effective
or more coverage items may
for you.
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justify changing plans. When
these changes occur, you’ll
receive an Annual Notice of
Change (ANOC) letter. Keep this.
It will be important if you do
change plans.

Health Guide

Move It. Or Lose It.
By Karl Knopf, Ed.D

When many people over 60 think of
“aging,” they imagine becoming more
and more disabled.
Previous Surgeon Generals have
estimated that close to 85 percent of
our most dreaded diseases could be
prevented with appropriate lifestyle
changes such as good diet and regular
exercise.

Proper health style behaviors and
sensible exercise would not only
prevent disease and untimely death but
would improve the quality of life at any
age. It is never to too late. Exercise will
allow 60 plus people to not only survive
but to thrive!
Age is no excuse for infirmity.
The concept of unhealthy living is not
what our bodies are programmed for
but rather longevity and vigor.
Real purpose of exercise is not to
increase years to one's life but 		
rather life to one's years

While aging is inevitable and
extremely desirable when compared
to the alternative, being frail is not
considered desirable. Unsuccessful
aging is the result of abuse, neglect
and misuse of the human machine.

This is much like the old grandfather
clock in the living room that does not
work. Does it not function fully because
the springs have lost their ability to
recoil or because they are over-worn
or is it because somebody forgot to wind
it up? Which analogy best represents
your body?
The expectation of a slow, steady
decline with progressing years is
not true for those individuals who
show interest in fitness and healthy
lifestyles. We now know that a fit
person (someone on a regular exercise

Karl heading to the beach to catch a big wave
program) of 70 can be compared to an
unfit person of 30. As remarkable as
that may seem, more and more evidence
supports the fact that chronological age
has very little to do with aging and is
nothing to worry about.
Research has proven that the more
a person sits, the more it correlates
directly to decreased life span,
increase in metabolic diseases and
cardiovascular diseases. Sitting is as
hazardous to your health as smoking.
The solution "Move it or Lose it"
has real meaning to the 60 plus
generation.

Most older adults don’t want to just
survive, they want to thrive.

“Active aging is not a journey to the
grave with the intention of arriving with
regrets but rather to skid in broadside,
thoroughly totally worn out, and loudly
proclaiming, WOW, what a ride!”
If you are looking for the fountain of
youth, forget the miracle supplements
but rather find yourself a fun filled
fitness class. Swimming or water

exercise is an excellent method
to increase fitness for those with
orthopedic issues.

Lifting weights 2-3 times a week is
a great way to maintain strength to
perform activities of daily living. Getting
involved in a gentle stretching program
does wonders to bring suppleness back
into tight muscles.
More and more research support
that being socially engaged is good for
your health so find an activity that you
enjoy that matches your personality.
Also match the dose of exercise that is
aimed at your particular goal. Never let
any trainer "should" on you. Do what
you like and like what you do. Slow and
steady wins the fitness race fitness and
he/she who comes in last in the game of
life is the winner.
Dr. Knopf is the author of over 15 books
on Fitness for people over 50 available on
amazon or a local bookstore. Published by
Ulysses@ulyssespress.com.
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Goodbye Big Bananas
By Lauren McFadden
absolutely awesome piece of ingenuity.
I guess you could compare it to the
autopilot of an airplane. It just hums
along and does everything automatically
without me having to touch anything.”

Nanette, a retired commercial pilot,
didn’t think she was a candidate
for hearing aids. “I kept thinking,
‘I am 63 years young.’ I’m not old
enough for a big bulky hearing aid,”
says Nanette. “So I put off going to
the audiologist to have my hearing
checked.”
Nanette’s story is not an unusual
one. According to research, one out of
six baby boomers have some level of
hearing loss.

Despite this fact, many individuals
still hesitate to take the step of getting
hearing aids. Like Nanette, they worry
they’ll be thought of as old. And they
fret about how hearing aids might
look. Everyone’s mind goes back to
their grandparent and the “big banana”
hearing aids they had.
But hearing aids are not what they
used to be back in your grandparent’s
day. They are now incredibly small,
discreet, beautiful to look at and
comfortable to wear all day. In fact,
hearing aids are now actually winning
international product design awards.
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They are now incredibly small,
discreet, beautiful to look at and
comfortable to wear all day.

These powerful little computers on
the ear can also do amazing things.
They can connect to your smartphone
and your television. They make music
sound better and they can isolate even
the softest voice in conversation in a
crowded restaurant.
“I had no idea that hearing aids
were so sophisticated. I didn’t know
they could actually gather data
on the listening situations where
I was spending my time, and the
kinds of sound environments I was
encountering,” says Nanette. “It is an

Like Nanette, many people may
suspect they have hearing loss but don’t
think they are old enough for hearing
aids or worry how they’ll be perceived.
However, if you find yourself struggling
to hear conversations, looking at
people’s lips to communicate or if you
are consistently turning up the volume
on the TV or radio to hear, it is possible
you too may have hearing loss.

Laura McFadden is the Senior Marketing
Manager for Product Brands at Unitron.
Laura is responsible for integrated global
product launches to build Unitron’s
brand and product awareness. For more
information, visit www.unitron.com.
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"Am I

Still Necessary?"

By Larry Hayes

Recently I had the
honor of interviewing
Dr. Walter M. Bortz for
a video segment on
“how to live a long and
healthy life.”

Dr. Bortz is one of America’s
leading experts on longevity and
wellness. He has written eight
books on healthcare including his
best seller: “Dare To Be 100” which
is still one of the best books ever
written on longevity.
At age 86, he’s just as passionate
and upbeat about life today as
ever before, although the passing
of his wife, Ruth Anne, last year
was a tremendous jolt after 62
years of marriage.

He’s received
another jolt this year
having undergone ablation
surgery but is once again healthy
and active.
“I ask myself at 86: am I still
necessary?”—Dr. Walter Bortz

If the answer is yes, then life
goes on. Beside teaching at Santa
Barbara City College and writing
for the Huffington Post and

The most effective way to
improve the quality and
duration of life is exercise.
ActiveOver50, Walter is
working on his 9th book:
“Aging Is Negotiable.”

He strongly believes that
“exercise” is the miracle drug
we should all take on a daily
basis. “Use it or lose it”is
not an advertising
slogan but a
scientific fact.

The most effective way
to improve the quality and
duration of life is exercise.
Research proves that
exercise can extend life
by as much as five years.

In my interview with Dr. Bortz, he
states that “100 good years is our
natural birthright. Immortalists
claiming that you can live forever
are charlatans selling “snake oil.”
To learn how to enjoy a long,
healthy life, see my entire
interview with Dr. Walter Bortz
at activeover50.com.
And ask yourself:
“Am I Still Necessary?”

Note: Walter and his late
wife, Ruth Anne, encouraged
me 11 years ago to keep
publishing ActiveOver50
when it was a nascent print
magazine facing great
odds of survival in a world
going digital. Because of
their unwavering support
and encouragement,
ActiveOver50 enters its 12th
year as the leading resource
for boomers and seniors in
the San Francisco Bay Area.
Thank you Walter and Ruth.
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Cycle Indoors
And Tour the World
By Jan Hunter

Relentlessly the doctor’s advice is,
“You need more cardio exercise to
keep your heart healthy.”
But let’s face it, I can’t think of anything
more boring than pedaling a bicycle
inside. I mean, isn’t the main joy of
riding a bike to go somewhere – explore new places and get some fresh
air?
So I wonder as I look at the exercise
bike gathering dust in the corner,
what’s the answer?

Indoor cycling is healthy and provides
increased muscular endurance, lowered stress levels and aids in weight
control. And it’s safer: sadly, in 2014
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there were 50,000 cycling accidents
resulting in injuries in the U.S. alone.

So cycling inside is a logical solution
but how to keep it interesting? Playing
videos such as Bike-O-Vision showing
down-the-road scenery and discovering what’s around the next bend piques
riders’ curiosity. When the videos
explore exotic and famous destinations
even the most stubborn couch potatoes
can get in the mood for serious cardio
workouts.
In cities, gyms with indoor cycling
(spinning) classes are popular but now
people in rural areas and smaller
communities who want to ride at home
can take advantage of the motivating

power of virtual reality without the
fuss of a long commute. For example,
Bike-O-Vision.com provides a series of
54 different videos that feature the
amazing natural beauty of national
parks, Europe and tropical islands.

Indoor cycling videos are used with
the riders on their exercise machine in
front of a TV playing a DVD. Regular old
exercise bikes work fine as do recumbents, ellipticals and treadmills.
If losing weight, improving your
heart’s health and your mood or
working to keep Alzheimer’s at bay
seem like good ideas, get out that
bike or treadmill, put in a DVD and
get motivated!
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Dating Again After 60 Years
By Edward A. Dreyfus, Ph.D.

Edward Dreyfus

An 85-year old man asks after his
wife of 60 years dies, “how do I
connect back in the game after
six decades of married life?”
An 89-year old retired physician visits
a therapist complaining, “my 70-year
old wife is going to divorce me if I don’t
make love to her.”
You may smile when you read this
and wonder, “what’s going on with
these old codgers? It’s time for them
to pack it in.”

It’s no longer the case that septuagenarians, octogenarians and nonagenarians are throwing in the towel on life.
The 85-year old who wants to
connect back in the game realizes that
he still has a bit of road in front of him
and would like to find a new partner
with whom to travel on it. As a recent
widower, he must recognize that he
cannot compare a new partner to his
deceased wife. And what he is looking
for today is different from what he
looked for as a young man.
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The 89-year old physician had to learn
that while he may not be able to engage
in vigorous all-night lovemaking, he
could learn the art of erotic massage;
he became a great lover instead of just
a sexual athlete.
Age is a time on a calendar; youthfulness is a state of mind and can be
had at any age.

Aging is a time of discovery. It’s a time
to learn new things rather than moan
about what we no longer can do. As we
age, we learn we do not have to give up
the things we love; we just may have to
learn how to do them differently.
At 79, I may no longer be engaged
in combative martial arts (I earned a
black belt at 70) but I can do Tai Chi.
I cannot do the jitterbug but I can do
a rumba.

A friend of mine never learned to ride
a bicycle. But at the age of 80, he and
his 75-year old wife bought tricycles
to cruise around their retirement
village complex. They are getting more
exercise today than they got when they
were half their age.

Dating and lovemaking are different
when you are 60, 70 and 80 than when
you are 20, 30 or 40. Instead of it being
a performance game, it is a quality
experience. It’s an opportunity to meet
new people. The focus is more on
the human connection than on looks,
stamina and money.

Age is a time to
appreciate the gift
of life rather than
racing through it.

Age is a time to appreciate the gift
of life rather than racing through it.
When we are young, we cannot wait to
reach the next age. When we are older,
we want to slow down the clock. We
want to learn how to appreciate each
moment. Appreciating the journey,
marveling in discovery and developing
the fine art of lingering – this is what
aging is all about. It would be wise to
pursue connecting with a new partner
with the same mind-set.

Fulfillment is more important than simply
fun and dining is more important than
inhaling fast food. For more information
about dating after many years, go to:
www.50PlusConnects.com.

Enjoy Resort-Style Senior Living at
The Villages Golf & Country Club
Active Adult Community 55 years+

Happy Clients Say it Best

Villas & homes from 650–2,490 sq. ft.
Offered at $390,000 to $1 million+

“Carla made the buying experience
effortless for us.”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Voted among the
top 20 active adult
communities in America

Peace of mind with gated, 24/7 security
Over 100 clubs & activities
18 & 9 hole USGA rated golf courses
Country club membership INCLUDED
Riding & hiking trails
Tennis & fitness centers
4 swimming pools
RV/boat storage lot
And much, much more!
All Villages properties are
RESALE VILLAS and HOMES
offering over 60 floorplans.
550 acres to 1,200 acres
near Diablo Mountain range in
Evergreen District, San Jose.

“Carla provides honest information
about The Villages’ lifestyle.”
“We’re living a lifestyle we never
thought we could afford.”

Carla Griffin
“Broker/SRES/CRS”
CalBRE #00710852

CALL today for an
introductory tour.
408.274.8766

BandARealtors.biz
Facebook.com/B.A.Realtors
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Don Mankin / Adventures Off The Beaten Track

Cuba On The Cusp Of Change
By Don Mankin

Adventure "Geezer" reliving his adolescence in a classic 1963 Chevy convertible

A lone, untethered horse
wandered down the dusty
main drag in the light of the
full moon, munching on tufts
of grass by the side of the
road. There was no other
traffic on the road, no one
else in sight. The serenity of
the scene belied the bloody
history of this historic place.

I was sitting on a patio in front of
my room in Playa Larga, a sleepy little
town of low-rise cinder block houses
strung along the beach on the infamous
Bay of Pigs, the site of a 1961 invasion
by a para-military band of 1,200 Cuban
Americans in an unsuccessful attempt
to overthrow Fidel Castro.
It’s amazing how a place with such
a dark history could be so placid. This
38 / ActiveOver50 / Fall 2016

low-key town, devoid of pretense and
manufactured charm, is as authentic as
it gets. History played out along these
mundane shores, men died, reputations
ruined. It’s hard to believe how
important this simple, peaceful place
once was.

Sitting on a patio drinking a Bucanero
beer on the Bay of Pigs is not exactly
what I would have guessed 55 years
earlier as I read the news about the
ill-fated invasion. But then again, there
is a lot I wouldn’t have guessed back in
those days about what I would be doing
today.
I was in Cuba for my host, ROW
Adventure’s (www.rowadventures.
com) seven-day people-to-people
kayaking trip, one of the first trips of
its kind since President Obama reestablished diplomatic relations with
Cuba last year. In fact we arrived in
Cuba at pretty much the same time
that Obama did on his historic visit in
March, close enough to significantly
delay our flight and the arrival of our

Chillin’ on a lazy river near Trinidad
luggage on the baggage claim carousel.
I could forgive him all of that but
the changes in our dinner plans that
evening were too much.

Those inconveniences aside, nothing
better captured the changes happening
in Cuba than our two-day visit to the
Bay of Pigs. The kayaking on these
once bloodied waters was sublime.
On our first day, we paddled for a
couple of hours around the shallow
bay in the late afternoon. There was
nobody else on the water. Not a boat
or kayak other than our own, just the
birds and the wind.

who will no doubt be very rich in a few years as economic
ties between Cuba and the US improve.

But the most telling vehicle for these people-to-people
interactions came via our hosts at the casas particulares,
a Cuban version of a B&B, where we stayed most nights.
Our hosts were typical Cubans with the vision and ambition
to embrace and take advantage of the changes just beginning
to shape the lives of every-day citizens.

Pink flamingos in a lagoon near Bay of Cienfuegos
The next day we paddled for 4-5 hours in nearby Zapata
National Park, a vast saltwater marsh dotted with islands
covered in mangroves and low brush. The water is so
shallow we could have walked from island to island if the
bottom weren’t so soft and silty. Again, we had the place to
ourselves. No structures, boats or other kayaks. Nothing but
egrets, flamingos and other birds. It’s hard to imagine that
it will stay like this for very long, especially now that Cuba
is opening up to tourism from the United States.
We kayaked somewhere almost every day. Besides the
Bay of Pigs and the shallow wetlands of Zapata National
Park, we also kayaked across a lagoon surrounded by lush
mangrove forests to gawk at a flock of pink flamingos, along
the Caribbean coast near Cienfuegos, and up a river near
the World Heritage Site of the colonial city of Trinidad.

This was not my first visit to Cuba. In 1997, I came to Cuba,
legally, to present a paper at an international conference.
Things looked very different then. Classic old buildings were
crumbling, doctors were driving taxis, engineers were selling
tchotchkes in flea markets and the grass on the campus of
the university that was the venue for the conference looked
like it hadn’t been cut in years.
Now the roads are in much better shape and the streets
and sidewalks of Trinidad and Havana were clogged
with tourists who have to pick their away around one
reconstruction project after another.

I’m glad I made it to Cuba now. It is going to look very
different in a few years. If you want to get a taste of history
while the taste still lingers, go soon. I’m not sure what it
will be like in the future.

For more information and photos see the blog, under the Caribbean
category on Don’s website, www.adventuretransformations.com

View of Trinidad from the tower of Palacio Cantero
We also snorkeled, visited a crocodile breeding facility,
toured Trinidad and Havana, and met many Cubans. For the
moment, “people-to-people” programs are the only legal
means for Americans to tour Cuba (cultural exchange, family
visits, and educational and scientific programs are also
legal), so this was an important element of our trip. We met
with the Director of Zapata National Park, a botanist from
Jardin Botanico Cienfuegos, and an entrepreneur in Trinidad
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covers 800 kms; while the full Camino
Portugues is 600 kms long) over the
course of several years, often bumping
into fellow pilgrims along the way.

Welcoming pilgrims into Santiago

Walking on The Camino
The Camino de Santiago is often a
destination to be ticked off the bucket
list. This ancient medieval pilgrim
route is probably the most famous
long-distance trail in the world.
More than a pilgrimage, the Camino
is today a very special, rich and unique
cultural experience and a journey like
no other. Thousands from all over the
globe walk or cycle to Santiago de
Compostela each year; over 260,000
pilgrims arrived in the city in 2015
alone.

There are many Camino routes
stretching thousands of kms across
Europe. While the Camino Frances is
the most known and popular, featuring
in movies such as The Way, as well
as countless books, each way has its
own appeal, landscapes and, of course,
culture and gastronomy.
Lisa Gibbons from CaminoWays.com
walked the Portuguese Coastal Way
earlier this year from Baiona to
Santiago.
“Taking time out of our busy lives is
becoming harder and harder. We all
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seem to find excuses to make ourselves
even busier than before. Getting outdoors, back to nature and visiting new
places is a welcome break. Simply
waking up every morning with one
objective: walking from one town to
the next was a treat. Whatever you
like to call it—an escape, an adventure,
a challenge, all of it… it is time to
turn down the noise of distractions,”
she explains.
“You are embarking on an adventure.
Unlike most vacations, you will see
several towns, small villages and small
streets that otherwise
would go unnoticed.”
Most pilgrims choose
to walk at least the last
100kms into Santiago
as this is the minimum
distance required to
receive the Compostela
pilgrim certificate issued
by the Pilgrims Office
in Santiago.

Many choose to walk
the full route (the Camino
Frances for instance

“I met a Canadian woman who was
walking with a French man that she
met over 8 years ago. They had a great
rapport and decided that every year
they would take two weeks out of their
normal routines to walk the Camino
Frances together. This year they were
walking their final section. They
were elated and sad all at once to be
completing this epic journey but I am
sure they will remain lifelong friends,”
adds Lisa.
The Camino is a special journey filled
with both physical and emotional
challenges. People from all around the
world set out to walk the trails each
year. They ‘do the Camino’ for many
personal reasons: as a challenge, to
get away from their routine, to get
some space, for spiritual reasons, to be
closer to nature, to allow yourself time
to think, to connect with others, to
meet new people or simply experience
the colourful Spanish culture at a
different pace.

paella and pulpo are just three of many
must-try dishes in Galicia. It is worth
every step,” she adds.

CaminoWays.com is a Dublin-based
Camino de Santiago specialist. Visit
caminoways.com or contact the team
on 015252886 for information.

On the way to Santiago
“In the mornings, you will rise early to get on the road.
You will want to reach the next town at a reasonable hour,
giving you time to explore but also, depending on the time
of year, to avoid the hotter parts of the day.

On average, your daily walk is between 20 – 25 kms,
taking you from the coastal promenades to lush green
landscapes, stopping in quaint villages along the way.
Each day you can look forward to seeing new places,
meeting fellow walkers and admiring the stunning scenery.
In the evenings, you will be tired, hungry and filled with
a sense of achievement. Drop by a tapas bar to enjoy some
of the fresh local produce and the best wines. Calamares,
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All Aboard! You're Invited!
Join Me on a Canadian Rockies by Train Adventure—Larry Hayes
Embark On An Exciting Journey
9 Days. Departure: August 31, 2017
Highlights:
British Columbia. Vancouver. VIA Rail.
Jasper. Columbia Icefield. Choice of glacier
experience or glacier skywalk.Lake Louise.
Banff. Calgary

From the lush green Pacific coast
of Vancouver, board VIA Rail’s
The Canadian for a once-in-alifetime overnight train journey.
Relax in the dome car and
experience panoramic views of
snow-capped mountains, glacial
lakes, rushing rivers and the sheer
unspoiled wilderness of Canada.
Arrive in Jasper and see the
dramatic Maligne Canyon and
its picture-perfect lake, where
you enjoy breakfast with a view!
Journey along the unforgettable
Icefields Parkway.
Stop at Columbia Icefield and
choose from a Glacier Experience
across this mass of glacial ice or
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take a walk on the Glacier Skywalk.
Feel like royalty while overnighting
at the fabulous Fairmont Chateau
Lake Louise and Banff Springs
Hotel, where you have your choice
of included dinner venues.

Discover the natural beauty of
Moraine Lake, the powerful Bow
Falls and impressive Hoodoos.
Experience a day on a ranch in the
Alberta plains, complete with a
wagon ride in search of buffalo and
a BBQ lunch in the great outdoors.
End your journey in cosmopolitan
Calgary. Fly back to San Francisco
Int’s Airport (SFO). For more information and an early bird discount,
call Terri Landon at 510.796.8300
or terri@bjtravelfremont.com.
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Evelyn Preston / Money Lady

Get Your House In Order
By Evelyn Preston

The maxim that
we’re as young
as we feel needs
a tweak—we’re
also as young as
our minds and
bodies allow.
When setbacks
stymie plans, positive seniors adjust
expectations, modify exertions and
continue to enjoy.
Q: My father’s in a top-rated
and expensive Continuing Care
Retirement Community where he
paid for life long care at different
levels as needed. However, even in
Assisted Living, he requires special
aides that aren’t covered by his
monthly fees. Is that legal?
A: Oh, those long, confusing CCRC
contracts! Read carefully, ask questions
and have an attorney check for possible
trouble spots. Usually buried in the
verbiage, however, is a reference to
a “personal service provider…noncovered expense…” No matter the
pre-paid care provisions, there’s rarely
complete coverage for on-going, daily,
personal aides. Other out-patient
services to another facility (hospital,
rehab), if not under Medicare, may also
incur extra costs.
Q: Seniors are awash in instructions:
set up a trust, sign a health directive,
diversify investments. However,
your columns refer to many other
important areas. What’s the best way
for seniors to cover all the bases, for
themselves…and others?
A: Organize! It’s healthy and costeffective to get your “house” in
order. Besides amassing all on-line
information from passwords to auto44 / ActiveOver50 / Fall 2016

pays as recently suggested, spend
specified time gathering and filing all
pertinent records: financial, insurance,
professional certificates, military
records and of course, updates and
changes to your trust.

Remember always—files are for easy
retrieval—not storage—so separate
and celebrate. For Home: splice
Home Maintenance into separate
categories; i.e.: one folder each for
Homeowner Insurance policy, Umbrella
policy, Rentals, etc; Auto: Insurance,
Registration, Pink Slips, AAA,
Maintenance; Financial: Banks, Stocks,
Mutual Funds, IRAs, Pensions, et al.
Think of a son/daughter, attorney
or friend needing to quickly access
any part of this information. It’s much
easier to spot the Medical file tab to
grab the Supplemental (Medi-gap)
Insurance folder than find it crammed
into a large Insurance file and have
to plow thru a slew of diverse policies
from annuities to autos.
Individual, legible, up-to-date files
in a clearly marked drawer or box are
not only a welcome gift to your heirs,
but a cost-conscious legacy so that no
assets, policies, accounts, warrantees,
due dates or up-dates disappear in a
cluttered, undecipherable mess.

Q: A recent funeral showed a
professional screening of the
deceased’s life, although I’ve also
seen short family videos. How I wish
my (93 when she died) cousin had
shared our family history—she knew
all the long-gone relatives and nailed
everyone’s quirks with insight and
humor. Any inexpensive ideas?
A: I have a small, homemade tape of a
beloved aunt—double the pleasure of
her stories and voice—an easy way to

As my sharp, 95 year old night-owl
friend leaps over my modernculture gap via late night talk
shows although she’s confined to
a wheel chair. At some point, even
to ageless ActiveOver50 readers,
“stuff” happens!
Therefore, all our wise and
considered choices from housing
to health care need an extra dose
of foresight to prevent the pain of
hindsight. To ease the unexpected
and stem regrets, it pays to
regularly review, revamp and read
the fine print.

hoard memories! More and more
families corner elderly relatives and
get them reminiscing to transcribe,
copy and share. Funeral homes,
social media sites and self-created
networks offer online memorials
and condolence postings to mourn
and remember, uncover insights
and continue histories.
Scrap-bookers compile pictures
with names, family trees and
lengthy comments to capture the
generations—as fancy or informal
as time/money allow, though hard
to reproduce. Get into the act and
accompany mom, dad or grandpa
to a local memoir writing Adult Ed
or Community College class. The
results are low-cost, everlasting
and easily copied “heirlooms.”

Evelyn (Evie) Preston is a finance
columnist for ActiveOver50 and has
worked as a financial advisor for over
25 years. Her book, “Memoirs of the
Money Lady” is available at www.
eviepreston.com. She can be reached
at 650.494.7443.

John Donaghue is the creator of "Under Cardiac Arrest" comics.
Living in San Francisco,he is "Active and Well Over 50.” To see
more comics, go to UnderCardiacArrest.com
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ActiveOver50
DON’T MISS A SINGLE ISSUE.
SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
Although ActiveOver50 is a free, quarterly magazine,
it’s not always available at drop off locations due to
its popularity. It goes fast! To ensure you don’t miss a
single issue, we’ll mail ActiveOver50 to your home,
family or friends. The cost is $10.00 for all four issues.
Prepaid by check or credit card. (If paying by credit
card, call 408.306.6947 with card info.)
To subscribe for yourself or to give a gift subscription,
simply compete the subscription form below and mail
along with your check to ActiveOver50, P.O, Box
321209, Los Gatos, CA 92032. To subscribe online—
go to activeover50.com.

“What I like about your magazine is
that it covers a wide range of topics—
very comprehensive, informative,
motivating and uplifting.”

“I always pick up copy of your
excellent magazine usually at
Good Sam hospital. Your articles
and information are always helpful.”

“Please keep up the good work. It’s
helpful, relevant and encouraging.”

“Just went through your magazine
and I was delighted to see a magazine
specifically for the over 50 population.
I’m impressed!”

“I save every issue!
Can’t wait for the next one.”

Name
Address
City
State			Zip
Phone
Email
Gift Subscriptions–Share ActiveOver50
with your family and friends.

®
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RE S O U RCE GU I DE
Large Enough to Serve,
Yet Small Enough to Care
• Certified Public Accountants
• 25 years experience serving
individuals & businesses
• Full tax services including
electronic filing, accounting
& payroll service

Call today:

408.559.3337

Email: mervr@aol.com

EE Senior Housing
R
F
Advice?
Need help selecting the Senior
Community that is best for you?
Whether it’s an active retirement
community or caring support that
you need, we can help you choose.

877.373.6467
www. Senior Seasons.com

YOUR AD HERE

$85*

*Mini ad price based on
prepaid purchase of
three or more insertions.
One time rate: $99.00.
Call 408.921.5806

Email: larry@activeover50.com

Where Avenidas

to Live?

Senior Housing
Resource Guide

• Most comprehensive listing
of senior housing options in
San Mateo & Santa Clara counties
• Over 150 types, description,
unit size, price range, contact
info. 50 pages. 15th edition.

$10 + $2.50 shipping.
Call to purchase.
650.289.5400.
Avenidas.org

Change a Life Forever
Give something back. Volunteer as a
tutor teaching adults to read and write.
Your reward is helping adults improve their
literacy skills to support themselves and
their families. Discover how you can help.
Call 408.676.7323 today or
visit www.visionliteracy.org.
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